
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Wine bottle couplings sit row after row on smooth-sliding shelves to keep 
this wine cellar ultra compact and a reversible door swing adds an extra 
dose of accessibility. This one won’t steal much space, but it will steal all 
the attention.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions

Width 30cm 12"

Depth 62cm 24.75"

Height 86cm 34.13"

Capacity

Volume 71 litres 2.52 cu.ft.

Bottle Capacity (750mL) 27

Temperature Range
Temperature Low: 4 °C High: 18 °C

WARRANTY

The Silhouette DWC276BLS wine cooler comes with a 24-month in-home 
warranty on parts and
labour. Installation and yearly maintenance (cleaning) of the fridge are not 
covered under the
warranty.

PECORINO
12” Single Zone Wine Cellar - DWC276BLS

PRODUCT FEATURES

Zero Width Worries
No sacrifices of space need to be made for this 12” wide, sleek and 
sophisticated wine cellar. Perfect for compact condos and petite 
apartments, this unit will easily fit into the small areas you have available.

Lock In Your Luxuries
Protect the wine you’re properly preserving behind a durable safety lock 
and key system. This exclusive access allows you to rest assured that no 
unwanted guests will get into the goods you’re chilling, without gaining your 
permission first.

Lose Door Placement Limitations
Usually, if the door only opens to the right or left on a built-in, this minimizes 
the area you’re able to move it into. The reversible door swing equipped 
into this unit is our genius solution to ensure that you can place your wine 
cellar in any spot you desire.

Where some see room for an appliance;
We see room for an experience

www.silhouetteappliances.com
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